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IN THIS CONTACT

Clitoraid…
Abi has been touring Burkina, Togo, Benin and Mali to
promote the possibility to rebuild clitoris. Clarisse has
been operated a month ago and is doing great!
Bolivia
A special Bravo to Isabel
who went to her country
of origin to successfully
spread the Messages
Colombia
24 people registered on
our website 2 days ago
following an interview of
Allan on a national
radio… this happens after
a month of media
coverage and a week

seminar that has been
revolutionary, just like
Allan, the National Guide
J

In Number
$1400 was sent to
Clitoraid today by the
team of the South of
France who collected it
through
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Shine, Korean woman, the new National
Guide of Laos
One of the 9 new Asian guides nominated
last week

its fund-raising actions…
we are getting closer to
the building of the
pleasure hospital
everyday!! Thank you
all!!!

AFRICA
CLITORAID ACTIONS IN BURKINA, BENIN, TOGO AND MALI
By Abibata Sanon, Guide-Assistant
It all started in Burkina with large media coverage
of the initial press releases about the campaign
« Adopt a Clitoris » and « the Pleasure Hospital ».
We also printed them on pamphlets and gave
thousands out. On May 29th, we held a press
conference in front of two televisions, the private
and public radios and most of the major
newspapers. All of them published the full content
of Banemanie’s speech, our wonderful BishopGuide. She talked about the necessity to remove the
taboo around the word « clitoris » and explained
the importance of that organ for women and the
need to rebuild it for those who have been
circumcized. She then introduced Clitoraid and its
actions through the world to collect funds and help
women to find pleasure back.
After this advertisement campaign, the subject became extremely public.
Everyday now we are contacted by sisters who would like to be on our list. Today we have a
hundred of them ready to be operated on!
One of our goals was to testify publicly so that we can help other to get operated on. One of the
major newspapers did an article where I testified about my experience among other experts
explaining the operation and the effects of clitoris circumcision. I must say that among the 50 or so
women who have been operated on so far, none of them want to be public as they don’t want to
talk about their sexual life. The journalist congratulated the Raelian women for their will to testify.
So, after my testimony, I received lots of encouragements and congratulations from many people
including one of my bosses at work. I work for a local development project associated to the
“Voluntary Program of the United Nations”. The woman in charge of this program was the one who
congratulated me and asked me to share my experience with my colleagues of the United Nations
who are working here in Burkina. I accepted with pleasure and on July 28th, we were about thirty at
our regular meeting of the United Nations Volunteers. I asked a woman from Social Services to
come and explain the problems of clitoris circumcision. She showed a video of a little girl being
circumcised next to a market, in front of everybody, in Nigeria. No need to say that everyone was
quite attentive. Then I talked about the right of women to have pleasure as well since men can
marry up to four women if they aren’t satisfied while women have no right to pleasure! A the end
of my talk, everyone applauded and I received lots of encouragement and congratulations from
everyone, especially from my boss who cried so much watching these unbearable images. Many
said that they had no clue of the dimension of the problem until then but now that they are aware,
they cannot stay inactive. One of the participants said that he was in favor of clitoris circumcision
before but he has now changed his mind. The meeting was supposed to last 45 minutes, we stayed
together for two hours!
After these actions in Burkina, I had the privilege to go on with this adventure with Bishop
Banemanie. We went to the annual continental gathering of the angels in Cotonou, Benin. I was
interviewed along with the Continental responsible for Clitoraid, the Guide Edwige Gouria, for
almost 2 hours by a journalist from a television.
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The following days we went to Togo where we got interviewed as well by the biggest newspaper
« TOGO- PRESSE ». An article was published on August 10th under the title: “ Rehabilitation of
circumcised women, two victims testify”.
Back to Burkina, after a wonderful seminar in Elohika from August 12th to 15th, full of love and
energy, I decided to go to Mali with X-Ciel, the National Guide, in this Islamic country where clitoris
circumcision is practiced a lot and extremely taboo. Anxious to bring the good news about the
possibility to rebuild clitorises we went the day after our arrival to the headquarter of the official
Radio and Television of Mali where we found ourselves asked to go to the Office of the National
Program against the practice of Excision. On Friday morning, we managed to get in touch with the
President of an association of doctors who are fighting against female circumcision. Her contact
information was given to me by my boss at the UN program. The doctor named Dr Aïchata Diarra
Sacko is quite involved in programs to help women and young girls to blossom. I introduced the
Clitoraid program to her and was quite surprised to see her emotion. This intelligent and dedicated
woman couldn’t hold her tears. She thought I was coming to ask for a grant of some kind, she
wasn’t expecting this…She said : “ Forgive me, I am so touched by your testimony, I m so proud of
you dear Abi, you are a brave woman. I can assure you that I will make sure that the doors of Mali
are always open for you.” She then took me right away to a seminar where several leaders of
National and International Organizations for the promotion of woman and young girls were
gathered. She was really touched by the fact that I left my country on my own budget, only to
communicate this important information to my sisters of Mali. She said that many women visited
her to find out where to do this operation and she could only tell them to go to France while she
could have told them to go to the neighboring country! She immediately contacted some people
who are involved in the fight against circumcision who came to her office to hear my testimony
again and they were all so touched as well. She wanted to make sure that as many people as
possible are aware of what is possible so that they can act afterwards. They decided during this
meeting to do a sister association to the « Women of Heart » association founded by Banemanie
and they are now making a list of women who want to have their clitoris restored by Clitoraid…
Dr Aïchata Diarra Sacko also invited me to participate to a national meeting at the end of November
in Mali about the female conditions where she wants me to testify.
Finally, beautiful news… our mascot, the first Raelian woman to be operated thanks to Clitoraid,
Fahir Clarisse Dah from Burkina Faso, was operated on on Saturday July 8th. She is
almost completely healed and soooo happy, blossoming and harmonious!
Beloved Prophet, I thank you so much to have given me this dream to live and help my sisters on
the planet. I feel so privileged. I will keep on going always, to spread the light on this planet Earth
while being humbly at your service.
I love you
Abi Sanon (in the middle of the picture below, taken during her trip in Mali)
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In Congo…Mokili ezo baluka !
By Tshielikk, National Guide
Large screen in the streets of Mfoa (Brazzaville) and
Pointe-Noire.
On New Year’s eve, we had a nice celebration. For the
first time, we organized video projections on huge
screens in the streets in every region of Congo.
Wow, we were so happy. The images of Rael could be
seen from as far as a kilometer. What a pleasure to hear
people say that “The world is changing”, which is “Mokili ezo baluka !” in lingala. Yes, the words of
our Beloved Prophet in the two shows we were sharing, are now well-known and extremely
futuristic. The world changes and we must change with it. To cease the moment is what we must
demonstrate… 36 newcomers ceased this beautiful moment to recognize the Elohim and their
Prophet. Isn’t that cool?

Seminar in Burkina, August 12 -14
By Arel, Guide-Assistant
What a beauty, so much happiness, such a source of inspiration, so…. Elohika!
It is in this paradise near Bobo-Dioulasso that we all met. Considering the coming seminar in
December, our goal was to cover all aspects of the organization of the coming of Nkua Tulendo.
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However I could see the joy in the eyes of the National Guide – his nickname is the National Genius
– when he saw the 90 participants gathered there, including thirty newcomers who were thirsty to
learn more from the Guides, more about the teachings of the Prophet of the Elohim…
It became a real seminar.
The weather was ideal. We spent time outside surrounded by a symphony of flavors and colors.
The spirit of the Nlongi was above us and was delivered through the words of Lamane. We all
vibrated when in his soft voice, he talked about the coming of the son of Yahve in Ouagadougou!!
After this fantastic meditation, we were all so enthusiastic… and enthusiasm was the theme of the
seminar!
A newcomer was saying at the end: “it was too short, it was a sweet concentrate” J . All the
participants will also remember the dance party evening, the joke party evening, the poetry
evening, the meditation exercises, the beautiful walks, the pool parties and the touching
testimonies of Banemanie, Abi and Fahir who recovered their clitoris feeling…
There were happy tears at the end of the seminar… Love tears… quite normal in Elohika!!
Thank you so much dear teachers, beloved Bishop-Guides.
Beloved Prophet, we love You and we will do the maximum to help You accomplish Your mission in
this part of the continent.
We are optimistic, we are confident regarding Your coming in December in Ouagadougou.
Raelian Sisters and Brothers, LET’S MEET IN DECEMBER IN OUAGADOUGOU FOR THE WELCOMING
OF THE NKUA TULENDO.

In the teaching hall

Our three repaired sistersJ

In the pool…

Outside Meditation
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In South AFRICA…
By Gildas, National Guide
Hi lovely people!
Step by step South Africa is moving up. The 6th of August celebration was fabulous, four South
Africans have been baptized, unfortunately I did not score in the Black community which represents
the big majority of the population. All four are whites South Africans.
I’m very optimist for this country for the coming months and years.
A little story that makes me laugh:
I was shopping in a Mall wearing a T-Shirt saying “THERE IS NO GOD, OUR EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ORIGINS” and while I was at the counter buying some shoes, I heard at my back someone crying,
I turned back to see what was happening. Surprisingly I heard the screaming person say:
“Please my son, God loves you and he is in your heart” and while saying it she was crying with big
tears.
I went close to her and said “Mom we misunderstood the scripts of human God, there is no spiritual
God but rather and only very advanced human beings who created all life on earth.”
Oh that was worse, now she was really screaming and shaking, saying loud and repeating “Please
Lord touch his heart and chase the devil in him”. She attracted the whole store toward us.
Well, that’s my story, certain people get offended and aggressive seeing my T-shirt, some may
wonder and ask HOW IS IT POSSIBLE?
LOVE, MUCH LOVE

IN LATIN AMERICA
BOLIVIA
By Isabel Zabala
I organized a conference on August 12th and 25 people came, all thirsty to
hear more about the Truth. I had intelligent and interesting questions. All of
them left their addresses to receive more info about the Raelian Movement
activities in Bolivia.
My biggest emotion was to meet with the local Raelians with whom I have
corresponded since my last trip in Bolivia. They are young, active, intelligent
and ready to organize the Movement in their country. They are eager to
organize diffusion and also to have their cellular plan transmitted.
We had lots of fun and enjoyed meditating together.
I hope to be able to go back to Bolivia, my country of origin (I am living in Holland at the moment)
to do more over there. It feels so good to be at the service of the Elohim!
Abrazos
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THE SEMINARS IN COLOMBIA
By Jesus from Miami, Florida

Arriving in Colombia was like entering a different world, I got into the city of Medellin during the
Flower Festivals, a tradition in Colombia at this time of the year; there was music at the airport and
I felt the warmth of the people and my fellow Raelians who came to pick me up.
We got to the Monastery late at night in Rio Negro (two hours from the city) so I couldn’t see the
incredible landscape until I opened my eyes in the morning...Wow! it was amazing, green
everywhere and the sun bathing the mountains and in the middle, the auditorium in the shape of
the embassy for the ELOHIM, it was very emotional. They have done a fantastic Job!
After the subscription I met my Colombian Raelian family and the guides Alan and Oscar; the
seminars given by Bishop Norma Toral were so good, our Prophet would probably have felt proud
of the quality of the teachings given there. The meditations and the different and fun workshops
were in the open and in harmony with the surroundings.
The Colombian team is a very solid one, it is a great example for all of us if we consider the
technological and financial limitations in the Latin countries, their love moved them to produce
results and this Monastery is the evidence of the incredible will this team has.
This seminar attracted not only the locals, but we also had Raelians coming from Venezuela!
And Wow! The media, press and television; they were doing appointments for interviews and
before coming back we went to several TV stations and had several interviews via telephone...
when I was leaving, there were still more appointments to see what the Raelians are all about.
For me this has been a fantastic experience, so much that I’ll be back for the third seminar in
Colombia next year! and I hope you decide to check it out! It is worth the trip (very cheap too).
By the way, the fame Colombia has of being a place of violence and drug trafficking is just that:
PURE FAME and a stigma that is far from the reality Colombia faces today; all my trip was secure,
comfortable and the people were nice everywhere....

Wow….
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Amazing huh?

Norma giving an interview

Jesus as well…

Colombian team around Allan (with the white
sweater)

The Colombian Angels with Norma

Jesus and Allan

See you there next year??? J

Norma Toral just sent us an update….
During the beautiful Seminar in Colombia just a few weeks ago Alan Rojas (National Guide) and
Oscar (Regional Guide) were interviewed by the most important newspaper "El Colombiano"
in which they were able to show the picture of the beautiful auditorium built in the shape of the
Embassy in the middle of the Raelian Monastery. Right after, we had a fantastic Media
wave wanting to interview us all... Many radio stations not only from Colombia, but from Argentina,
Uruguay, Ecuador and even from Miami in US..
Most important of all, we got interviewed by CNN for a TV program called "Al Rojo Vivo" which is
shown in the USA nation wide, in all of Colombia as well as in other countries in Latino America.
Finally just a few days ago, we were on the show!.. It was wonderful as from the moment it
started, they were asking the viewers to not change the channel because at the end of the program
they were going to show a group of people who were waiting for extraterrestrials .. a group of
people who were building an Embassy for people from space! and even though they only showed 3
min. of the interview, now we have hundreds of Latinos all over US and Latino America who have
come to our website!! And Colombia’s Raelian e-mail is been full for days!!
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BRAVO to the whole team!
Besos….
Last Minute…
Allan gave a 10 minutes interview this week to a very important show called Radioactiva, meant for
young people.
Very positive. Allan mentionned our website several times…. Yesterday more than 25 people from
Colombia left their email addresses to get more info J

In GUATEMALA too…..
Powerful internet !!!
Thanks to Ramzez, from Quebec, and his chatting on Skype,
a diamond has been found, a young woman who vibrated to
the Messages. Her name is Mimi. She heard from us a few
weeks ago only and she is already in action. She feels it is
the truth and wants everybody to know about it. She
designed a pamphlet and gave out 1200 of them in two days
in dedicated areas of Guatemala city... She is just fantastic!
Several people whom she contacted expressed their interest.
Looking at her smile…. We understand!

IN THE USA
The US is one of the most important diffusion targets with China for the coming year and already
last August 6th we could see the group becoming larger and larger….
As Ricky, the National Guide was saying to his team the following day: “We are farrrr from finished
but we ARE on the move like never before! We have gained momentum. And having momentum, it
is easier to gain even more. ;-) At this rate we will have hundreds of transmissions a year very very
soon. You know the word "exponential". That's what's beginning to happen. Are you ready?”

A few images…
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The LA team around Sage

At Lake Mead near Las Vegas with Ricky,
National Guide

In New York with Sylvie Chabot…

In Chicago with Marina…

Transmission in Texas with Jean Gary

In Virginia around Marc Letourneau
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Raelian Girls in South Beach with Donna…

…. And our beautiful Lisa ….

Here is how a new Raelian described his day…
August 6th, 2006 will be a day that I will remember and cherish for the rest of my life on this
planet. I was surrounded by beautiful people in a beautiful environment… Lake Mead, Las Vegas,
Nevada. Recently, I had come to the conclusion that Las Vegas was not a place where I wanted to
continue living, because I felt that it lacked many of the things that I had always felt life was
supposed to be about; art, culture, family and community. Well, I know now that Las Vegas has
that to offer and more. The Las Vegas Raelian Movement has given me a place to feel artistic,
culturally motivated, free and more importantly has provided a family atmosphere that is definitely
home for me no matter where I go in life. August 6th I did my transmission and opened up my
eyes and my consciousness. Thanks to Andre (my musical brother and friend), Ricky (the gardener
that planted the seeds) and everyone else that made me feel loved and welcomed. I know the
Elohim exist. Let the truth ring out. Let the love continue to envelop us. Thank you for creating
me.
Love, Tony Perry
In Los Angeles, by Sage…
Our New Year's Day began in Runyon Canyon Park in Hollywood, where we gathered for a nice
meditation given by Jeri, followed by the Cellular Transmission ceremony. We had four
transmissions: Larry, Nancy, David, and Octavio! Larry, Jr. son of our dear brother Larry in Chicago,
drove up with Claude from San Diego to do his transmission, and David drove all the way from
Phoenix, Arizona! So, they both went back home with big plans to help build their local teams. And
our new sister Nancy is a true dynamo -- at only 19, she's ready to take the LA Mexican community
by storm!!! In fact, she gave the Messages to her cousin Octavio just over a week ago, and he
surprised us all by stepping up and doing his transmission!
After giving our new members a warm welcome, we
played petanque for a while before going to our
apartment where Vida and Greg treated us all to a
wonderful home-cooked meal. We all felt so happy and
thankful to the Elohim and our Beloved Rael for bringing
us
together,
helping
us
to
discover ourselves and each other. We laughed, we
played, and we even celebrated with a Happy New Year
cake! The bakery owner asked me if it was a joke, giving
me another grand opportunity to spread the Messages...
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About the hotel porn
A letter sent by Thomas Kaenzig to the Hilton management who decided not to give up
to the pressure of Christian groups who want porn movies to be removed from hotels….
I have just read an article on today’s online edition of CNN regarding hotel porn. I would like to
congratulate the Hilton hotel group on continuing to offer porn movies to your hotel guests. You
are right on the money there when you say about those religious fanatics that “in their zest to have
their personal morals prevail, they're eliminating for others.“ Being a frequent traveler I enjoy
having a choice when it comes down to the TV programs I would like to watch.
It’s interesting to see that the zealot who leads this campaign (Phil Burress) even makes this
outrageous statement linking the availability of porn movies in hotels with increased sexual abuse. I
would say offering porn movies actually has the opposite effect because it allows people to live
their fantasy in the privacy of their hotel room without having to run after somebody! I am sure
that real scientific studies would show that the unavailability of porn movies would increase sexual
abuse. One only has to look at what’s going on with the clergy of the catholic church and their
pedophilia scandals. Whenever things are being held back it’s innocent people who suffer the
consequences … there is almost zero abuse cases by sexually liberated people!
Being a Raelian Priest myself (www.rael.org), I have helped battling for many years against those
Christian conservatives who try to impose their value systems on others all the time. I admire your
courage to stand up to those people and I wish you all the best in making sure we can keep all the
freedom given to us by our constitution inside hotel rooms. Maybe you could create a website
FreeHotels.com to counter CleanHotels.com? J
The Hilton management thanked him for his support…. The US team will certainly make
sure that no one is going backward there…

HUM…. Reading all this… It really feels good to be
Raelian J… Thank you all for making it happen!!! Thank
you Elohim for the fun !!!!!!!!!
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‘Special Event’
30 September to 8th October:
1ST English Speaking European Seminar
th

(Seminar 1st Oct, preceded by birthday celebration 30th Sept)

Register online: www.rael.org

RAEL’ 60th Birthday Seminar
One week to witness the teachings of,
The Last Prophet – Sensual
Meditation and personal-development…
Fun, Love, Art and Education!
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